
II JV Basketball
Turnovers were the main culprit for the JVSpartans

in an up and down season with several close losses.
The team showed its true potential with quality wins
over the Australian Touring Team, perennial indepen-
dent school powers Porter Gaud, Heathwood Hall,
and Westminster, and 4A Marlboro County. The
Westminster and Marlboro County games were" down
to the wire" one point thrillers.

Shooting guard Wes Peppers earned MVP honors
as an all-around offensive and defensive player. Ryan
Hughes and David Rodgers were team captains who
earned the Coach's Award for their leadership, smart
play, and support of the program. Lane Boone earned
the "Hustle" Award for his aggressive rebounding
and" floor burn" style. Chris Isaacwas Most Improved,
going from a reserve role to a starting position at the
end of the season.

Other key contributors to the team were Nathan
Carson, Jarvis "Rainbow" McCutcheon, and Charles
Suk in the back court and Antwoine Brinson, Alex
Hillman, Eric Otokawa, and John Sadylo in the front
court.

Coach Horn and the players would like to provide
a special thank you to the Isaac family for their very
generous donation, which made the purchase of new
uniforms possible.

Antwaine Brinson gets off a hook shot in
the paint.

David Rodgers puts up
a jumper over a deter-
mined defender.
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Spartans: Ryan Hughes, Louis Carson, Jarvis McCutcheon, Charles Suk Row 2: Coach Horr
Alex Hillman, Chris Isaac, Antwaine Brinson, Lane Boone, Eric Otokawa, Chris Zemla

Jonathan Sadylo lofts a jump shot
from three point range

Jarvis McCutcheon fires a three-
pointer from outside the circle.

Charles Suk Scores two
with an arching jumper.

EricOtokawa drives in to bank one off
the glass. in.

Chris Isaac cans two
from the corner.

Surrounded by the team, Coach Horn lays out the
strategy.
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